why choose dc+b roman blinds

why choose dc+b
+	Established in 1967 - A company
you can trust

+	Peace of mind with our three
year warranty

+	Family owned + operated
Australian business

+	Exceptional quality which
provides long term value +
increases your property’s
appreciation

+	Affordable + value for money
+	We do it all so no hidden costs
- Our experienced team design,
measure, manufacture + install
+	Free design + measure + quote
+	The largest network of stores
in Australia making it more
convenient for you to visit our
team at your local dc+b store
+	Australia’s largest range of
samples + full sized displays
so you can be confident you’re
making the right decision
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+	Market leading materials,
manufacturing processes,
advanced technology +
quality control systems
+	Authentic 100% custom made
handcrafting without any
pre-fabrication or shortcuts
+	Australian Business Quality
Award Winner
+	Best of Houzz Service
Award Winner

Combining the functionality of blinds with the decorative impact of
soft furnishings our roman blinds have luxurious pleated folds which
are raised fold by fold creating a soft layered look. When lifted you
can maximise your views + natural light + when drawn closed they
give you complete privacy.

At dc+b our blinds are proudly
made in Australia which means
you can be sure of a higher
standard of quality, more
variety + better service; all vital
advantages. We manufacture our
blinds ourselves which means we
can charge you less + offer you
more - less hidden costs means
factory direct prices + more
value for your money.
+ Functional + decorative
+ Clear views when fully open
+ Excellent Light Control
+ Total privacy when closed

+	Made for you - Australian
made, for the Australian market
+	Flexibility - Choose your style,
fabric, transparency, colour, finish,
control type + accessories from
Australia’s largest range
+	No short cuts - 100% custom
designed + manufactured
+	Consistent quality - Every Blind
goes through stringent quality
control testing
+	Market leading - The highest
quality fabrics + componentry
made to last in Australia’s
harsh climate
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compare the difference
The difference in our blinds is in the detail + that’s important given the
major investment entailed in choosing your window coverings. We use
a top of the line technically superior hardware system from Rollease
Acmeda. Perfected by years of extensive research + development,
the system has been designed for precision operation. Our blinds are
also designed with extra componentry as standard, at no extra cost,
to ensure the most durable + long lasting roman blind available.

our roman blind system
+ Peace of mind with our child + pet safe control options

other blinds
Fabric construction
creating thick folds
which ‘fan out’
from window

Stainless steel
chain at extra cost

+ Slimline profile creating reduced light gaps
+ Slim spool + cord for improved appearance
+ Smooth + quiet operation

Heavy, hard to lift
+ noisy operation

Lower quality battens +
lining creating unstable
twisted panels

Unsightly staples or
stitches letting light in

Chain length limitations
+ unsightly chain joiners

our blinds

+ Easy to lift geared lifting system for reduced user effort
+	Increased load capacity + ability to cater to large
blind widths
TOP OF
THE LINE
The most innovative
+ comprehensive
roman blind system
on the market

Exclusive lightweight
battens to ensure no
twisting, curling
or cupping

Easy to lift, smooth
+ quiet geared
lifting system

Softened fabric
construction creating
soft neat folds

Unique construction
eliminates holes
for complete
light blockout

Durable stainless
steel chains at
the same price
as plastic to
ensure no rust
over time

Market leading
durable fabrics
Pre-looped chain
with no unslghtly
chain joiners +
custom chain lengths
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(Plastic chain over
200cm requires joiners)

High quality +
durable lining in
our soft roman
blinds to keep fabric
stable + ensure no
shrinkage or distortion
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our customisation
Choose your install, style, fabric, finish, control type + accessories
to create your own roman blinds suited exactly to your needs + all
aussie-made with home grown quality.

STEP

1

soft
roman blinds

STEP

2

select
style

select install options

ARC FIT (RAISED)

ARC FIT

hard
roman blinds
+	Blind installed up above window
frame (Min. 100mm)
+	When folded up the blind does
not cover glass so allows you to
maximise your views + the natural
light entering into your home
+	Installing up above the window
makes blind suitable for doors
+	Where possible blind is taken past
arc width (approx. 50mm) on both
sides for improved light control
+	Recommended install option for
motorised roman blinds so that
the cables are concealed from
view when looking into the window
from outside
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+ Blind installed on window frame
+	When folded up the blind will still
cover over a significant part of the
glass so consider loss of light + views
(With an average arc width of 65mm, blind
will cover approx. 180-240mm of glass)

+	Consider head height with doorways
+	Where possible blind is taken past
arc width (approx. 50mm) on both sides
for improved light control

RECESS FIT

+	Recess fit is an available option but
is not recommended
+	There is difficulty in accessing the
controls to lift + lower the blind as
they are located behind the fabric
+	When folded up the blind will still
cover over a significant part of the
glass causing loss of light + views
+	If installed without another blockout
product layered on top (such as
curtains) there will be light gaps
between the blind + window frame
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soft roman blinds

+	Simplicity of blinds with added warmth
+ softness
+	Select a soft furnishings drapery fabric
from our extensive range
+	Blockout of light + room darkening
+	Total privacy when drawn
+	UV Protection
M I X + M AT C H
Complete your look
by MIXING +
MATCHING fabrics
with your curtains
+ cushions

Soft roman blinds combine the simplicity of blinds with the warmth
+ versatility of soft furnishing fabrics. Creating a complete home
interior look you can coordinate the fabrics in your roman blinds with
the fabrics in your curtains, bonded blinds, pelmets, swags + tails +
cushions. Our soft roman blinds are constructed with high quality
lining which keeps the face fabric stable, ensures no shrinkage or
distortion + provides added insulation + light control.

+	Adds insulation + saves you money
on your energy bills
+	Hundreds of print, stripe, floral +
jacquard fabrics to choose from
+	Expand your decorating options coordinate with your curtains + cushions

our exclusive
fibreglass
battens + clips
+	Australian Made + exclusive to
dc+b - available no where else!
+	Enables blinds to be made to
wider widths with no twisting,
curling or cupping
+	Lightweight - making it easier
to lift + lower your blind
+	UV treated to withstand
harsh Australian sun
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+	Innovative construction
creating a smooth finish
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our quality lining

M U LT I P L E
BLINDS
We can add multiple
blinds onto the one
headrail for a neater
finish. Perfect for large
windows + open
plan living!

mix + match

ENDLESS
OPTIONS
We have Australia’s
largest range of
soft furnishing fabrics
+ colours to
choose from

+	We add an additional layer of lining
creating double the thermal insulation
+	Softened fabric construction creating
softer neater folds

+	Use the same fabric in your soft roman
blinds in our bonded roller blinds +
curtains across other windows + doors
+	Keep consistency throughout your
home for a well designed finish
+	Mix fabrics to create a decorative look

+	Increased energy efficiency
+	Superior long lasting quality
+	Increased light control + privacy
+	Increased sound insulation
+	Added UV protection for interiors
+	Keeps face fabric stable
+	Ensures no fabric shrinkage
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THE CHOICE
I S YO U R S
Available in two
styles + a wide
range of fabrics
to choose from

hard roman blinds
Hard roman blinds create crisp clean lines + their subtle
folds blend seamlessly with traditional decor but can also
help soften an otherwise hard-edged modern interior.
Australian made, the latest automated technology +
precision cutting machinery ensure symmetric + evenly
spaced panelling. Choose from our range of styles,
all available in our extensive range of blind fabrics,
including block out, sunscreen + translucent fabrics.

+	Crisp lines + a seamless tailored
appearance
+	Select a blind fabric from our extensive
range of fabrics
+	Blockout of light + room darkening
+	Total privacy when drawn
+	UV Protection
+	Adds insulation + saves you money
on your energy bills
+	Select a fabric suitable in a roller, vertical
or panel blind so you can match your
fabrics across windows + rooms
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select hard roman blind style
BARBADOS

Powder coated aluminium battens
secured to the back of the blind
create a clean + structured look.
Choose from white, off-white or
black for the back batten colour.
The ‘stack height’ of the panels
when completely raised is approx.
240-270mm.

LE MERIDIAN

Powder coated aluminium battens
are secured to the back of the blind
with wider panel spacing, making it
ideal for extra tall windows. Choose
from white, off-white or black for
the back batten colour. Given the
wider panels, the ‘stack height’ of
the panels when completely raised
is wider at approx. 340-370mm.

our Australian
Made quality
+	Innovative design where battens are positioned without
the need for unsightly staples or stitches, resulting in a
superior quality finish
+	In our chain control, the self-guiding spool greatly
reduces the risk of tangled cords + ensures blinds can
be raised or lowered without skewing
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STEP

3

select
finish

Ensure the bottom of your blinds have the right
finishes to complete your look. For a contemporary +
streamlined look opt with the plain finish. For a more
decorative look add our soft scarf finish or a trim such
as a braid or fringe. Or if you prefer a classic style go
for our georgian scallop finish.

SOFT ROMAN BLINDS

Plain

HARD ROMAN BLINDS

Contrast Banding

Plain

Fabric is an essential part of choosing your blinds.
Our fabrics offer a window covering solution for every
room in your home. From quality plain weaves to
textured jacquards + a wide range of contemporary
colours you’re able to choose the fabric best suited
to your light control + privacy needs.

STEP

4

select
fabric

why our fabrics
+ Australia’s largest fabric + colour range
+ Trusted market leading brands
+ Quality Australian Made fabrics
+	Thermal insulation - saving you money
on your energy bills

Scarf

Fringe

+ Coordinating blind + drapery ranges
+ Flame retardant fabrics
+ Lead + PVC free fabrics
+ UV + fade resistant fabrics
+ Easy to clean, stain + dust resistant fabrics

Georgian Scallop + Braid

Georgian Scallop + Fringe

dc+b designs fabrics
+ On-trend exclusive blind + drapery fabrics
DESIGN
YO U R OW N
Personalise your
soft roman blinds
with our specially
designed soft
scarf finish

+	High Quality - Designed + tested to
withstand Australia’s harsh climate
+	We buy in bulk - lower prices + minimal
waiting time for fabrics
+	Our own ranges mean less hidden costs,
passing the cost savings onto you
+ Peace of mind with our three year warranty
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STEP

Sleek, neat + clean finish
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Our roman blinds are always operated from
behind the fabric to ensure controls are hidden
from view for a clean, streamlined + neater finish.

select
control type

chain operated
+	Child + pet safe with specially
designed chain fixing devices
+	Cutting-edge patent design with
technically superior hardware
+	Suitable for small + large blinds
+	Increased load capacity makes it
easy to lift large blinds + keeps
blinds level
+	Specially designed spool to reduce
drag when lifting for a smooth
operation

Choose a translucent fabric for
living areas + you’ll see how our
roman blinds can filter natural
light for a relaxing setting while
still retaining daytime privacy.

cord operated
+ Basic lifting system
+ Quick to lift
+ Ideal for small blinds
+ Cleat to tie cord neatly in place
+	Cords are finished with our
stylish acorns - Choice of
white, brass or chrome
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+	Durable stainless steel chains at
the same price as plastic, no extra
charge, to ensure no rust over time
+	Slower lifting system compared
to cord operated or motorised

H E AV Y D U T Y C O R D L O C K

+	Includes heavy duty cord lock
design which helps to stop blind
exactly where you like
+	Affordable + easy to use

TOP OF
THE LINE
The most innovative
+ comprehensive
chain operated
system on
the market
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motorised

B AT T E R Y- O P E R AT E D W I R E - F R E E , R E C H A R G A B L E M O T O R S

Our Automation range is the ultimate choice for modern day living + it’s now
more convenient than ever. Our innovative Automate range can operate all of
your home’s indoor + outdoor window covering motors with the one device
using ARC technology.
Our Pulse Hub allows you to accurately control your window coverings via our
‘dc+b control’ app on your iOS or Android smartphone or tablet, or via voice
control.
Using our complimentary app, easily personalise the daily routine of your blinds;
organising them by room, grouping them by scenes + automating them with
timers. Unlock the convenience of smart shade operation.
For voice control, set up our Pulse Hub with your preferred devices to easily
control your smart window coverings with simple voice commands through
Apple HomeKit + Siri, Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT or SmartThings.
Our remotes are the foundation of your motorisation system featuring tactile
push button controls, 15 channels, group controls + slimline wall mounts.
Remote designs vary depending on the motor chosen.

Cutting-edge battery
technology
Our battery-powered Automate
CL 0.8 motors are a perfect option
for existing households wishing
to upgrade to motorised window
coverings.
A wall charger can be used to
power the blinds continuously
through a powerpoint, or it can be
used to re-charge the battery pack
which then powers the blinds.
We recommend to install motorised
roman blinds raised above the
window architrave so that the
motorised componentry is
concealed from view when looking
into the window from outside.

+ Child + pet safe
+ Clean, seamless look
+ Easy to operate
+ Control one blind 		
individually or as a group
at one time, from a
single remote
+ Operate your blinds from
anywhere

A U T O M AT I O N
BROCHURE
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Don’t miss our
automation brochure
to see our full range
of motorised
options

WIRED MOTORS, HARDWIRING ELECTRICITY

Market leading design
For window coverings to suit medium to large windows + large commercial
projects, our wired motors are the ideal hard-wired choice. These motors get
connected to power, so with a permanent power supply there is no need to
re-charge.

+ Suitable for difficult to
reach windows

Choose from our Automate CL 0.8 motors, quiet motors, or our mechanical limit
motors for an entry level motorised solution. Molex cables are supplied for your
preferred electrician to install prior to our installation.

+	Operate heavy window
coverings with ease

Our building management system motors are also available, supplied with cables
to be integrated + controlled via your chosen building management system.

+ Large lifting capacity

Connected to power, no need to re-charge
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STEP

6

select
accessories

pelmets

layer up

+	Australia’s largest range of
custom made upholstered
pelmet designs

+	Layering window coverings is a must
to achieve a well designed finish on
your windows

+	Our pelmets add further insulation
by trapping air at the top of your
window resulting in savings on
your power bills

+	Australia’s largest range of custom made
curtains, roller blinds, pelmets, valances
+ swags + tails

+	Frame your windows
+	Unlike others in the market, our
highly skilled manufacturing team
can create padded pelmets in blind
fabrics to match to your blinds
+	Corner window? No problem!
Our angled pelmets are designed
for corner or bay windows

Pelmets in drapery fabrics

Pelmets in blind fabrics

+	Choose from our soft furnishing/
drapery fabric range

+	Choose from our blockout blind
fabric range

+ Choose from our range of shapes

+	Constructed with a straight base

+	Padded for a softer look

+	Coordinate your pelmets with
our rollers, romans, verticals
or panel blinds

+	Coordinate your pelmets with our
curtains + cushions
+	Choose from hundreds of print,
stripe + floral fabrics + reflect
your personal style
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+	Layer our sheers over blinds for softness,
texture + movement
+	Add warmth, blockout all light + give
the illusion of height to rooms with our
curtains layered over blinds
+	Choose from our curtains+ complimentary
making range so you won’t be charged
for the making costs of your curtains
+	Layer our sunscreen roller blinds in the
window recess underneath your roman
blinds so you can enjoy views + daytime
privacy with 80-97% UV + glare reduction.
Then lower your roman blinds at night
for complete privacy + darkness!

+	Choose between two styles:
Bonded - Sleeker look
Padded - Softer look
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The largest range of custom made curtains+blinds+shutters+outdoor.
Contact us for your local store P. (03) 9237 1200

